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Summary
Out of all of the microorganisms sequenced so far about one third of the
genes have unknown function. Several studies have shown that information
on evolutionary relationships between unknown genes can aid in the predic-
tion of the function of these genes. As a result of all this new information,
new methods of identification have been established which sort genes based
on sequence similarity between both paralogues and orthologues genes. The
Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) is one such method, which group
genes on the basis of sequence similarity where all groups containing at least
three proteins from distant genomes are assumed to belong to the same or-
thologous group. At the start of this project all, but one of the COGs
containing universal genes had been assigned a function. In the last group,
COG0037, the genes had been suggested to be ATPases based on conserved
motifs. In September, 2003 an article was published where the function of
one of the Escherichia coli members in COG0037, TilS (previously known as
YaeN), had been determined and TilS was shown to be an RNA modification
enzyme. Based on this knowledge it was decided to analyse TilS orthologues
for similar function. In this work four TilS homologues; AF1595 and AF1321
from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Sso0586 from Sulfolobus solfataricus and YdaO
from E. coli were expressed in Escherichia coli, and tested for solubility. Out
of the four proteins only one, YdaO proved to be soluble. This protein was
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purified by affinity chromatography and analysed further and shown to ex-
hibit ATPase activity and ability to autophosphorylate. An attempt to verify
whether this protein is expressed under normal conditions was unsuccessful.
An attempt to determine whether the gene coding for YdaO could be used
as a signature gene for E. coli was also unsuccessful.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Genomics
Since the mid-1940s scientists have used a variety of genetic techniques to
study the genes in microorganisms. These techniques involved the mapping
of the genes as well as studying their function and regulation. The first
genome to be sequenced was the 3569-nucleotide RNA genome of the virus
MS2 in 1976 [1] and the first DNA genome to be sequenced was the 5386-
nucleotide sequence of the virus φX174 in 1977 by a group led by Frederick
Sanger [2]. In 1992 The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) was estab-
lished whose primary research interests are in structural, functional and com-
parative analysis of genomes products from a number of organisms including
viruses, eubacteria, archaea and eukaryotes1. Since then other organisations,
such as The Sanger Institute 2 have become involved in genome sequencing.
In 1995 TIGR published for the first time the genome sequence for an entire
organism Haemophilus influenzae [3] and as of this date there are 1496 ongo-
1http://www.tigr.org
2http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
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ing sequencing projects3. Included in the first completed microbial projects
in addition to H. influenzae were Escherichia coli [4], Bacillus subtilis [5],
thermophilic bacteria, 5 representatives of the Archaea domain and the first
eukaryotic organism, Saccharomyces cerevisiae [6]. Out of all of the microor-
ganisms sequenced so far about one third of the genes have unknown function.
There is also some degree of uncertainty about several of the genes where
the function have been inferred by the use of homology [7]. Several studies
have shown that information on evolutionary relationships between unknown
genes can aid in the prediction of the function of these genes. As a result of
all this new information, new methods of identification have been established
which sort genes based on sequence similarity between both paralogues and
orthologues genes [8]. One method developed by Tatusov et. al. (1997)
called Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) group genes on the basis of
sequence similarity where all groups containing at least three proteins from
distant genomes are assumed to belong to the same orthologous group [9].
Orthology (described in figure 1.1) is defined as two genes from two different
species that derive from a single gene in the last common ancestor of the
species [10, 11]
1.2 Clusters of Orthologous Groups
As of today there are 14059 groups in the COG database including 104101
proteins from 43 genomes of bacteria, archaea and fungi4. Most of the or-
thologous groups have representatives from all the genomes and contain one
or more experimentally characterised functions. However, a study done by
Harris et al., 2003 shows that out of 3100 COGs analysed only 80 were found
3http://www.genomesonline.org/
4http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/
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Figure 1.1: Orthologs and Paralogs are two types of homologous sequences. Orthology describes
genes in different species that derive from a common ancestor. Orthologous genes may or may not have
the same function. Paralogy describes homologous genes within a single species that diverged by gene
duplication.
to occur in all organisms and 50 of these shared the same phylogenetic rela-
tionships as rRNA [12]. In some of the COGs the genes are grouped based on
conserved motifs. One such group is COG0037, which includes 77 genes from
all eubacterial, eukaryotic and archaebacterial completed genomes. Most of
them appear to have one or two universal genes belonging to this group,
implicating an important function (table 1.1). A phylogenetic analysis by
Stranden (2002) showed five highly conserved regions between the members
of COG0037. Although the members of the COGs are grouped based on se-
quence similarity 10 sequences showed poor alignment with three or more of
the conserved regions and was therefore excluded from further analysis. An
NJ-bootstrap tree (figure 1.2) was constructed based on a multiple alignment
of the remaining 67 sequences and shows three main phylogenetic groups;
Bacteria (subdivided into Bacteria I and Bacteria II), Eukarya and Archaea.
One method of determining the importance of a gene is to disrupt the
open reading frame (ORF) and see whether the organism is still viable. This
was done for Saccharomyces cerevisiae [14],Mycoplasma genitalium/Mycoplasma
pneumoniae [15] and E. coli [13] represented in COG0037 with the ORF’s
11
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Figure 1.2: NJ bootstrap tree for the alignment COG0037−10 constructed in ClustalX. Positions with
gap in the alignment are excluded and the possibility of multiple substitutions have been accounted for.
The numbers in bold are the bootstrap values for the main branches. The open reading frames (ORFs)
have been designated different colours depending on the domain the organisms belong to. Yellow represent
Bacteria, green Archaea and red Eukarya. The ORFs surrounded by a black box descend from organisms
represented with only one open reading frames within COG0037. ydaO and MesJ are circled in blue. [13]
YGL211w, MG084/MNP222 and yaeN /ydaO, respectively. In the three
studies the disruption of the genes YGL211w, MG084/MNP222 and yaeN
was not possible, indicating that the genes are essential. A deletion in the
gene ydaO did not seem to affect the growth of the organisms suggesting
that this gene is not essential in E. coli.
The proteins in COG0037 were assumed to be ATPases belonging to
12
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the PP-loop superfamily taking part in the control of the cell cycle. This
assumption was based on an unpublished comment in GeneBank file GB-
BCT:ECMESJORF, accession number: Z50870, ”Identification of a new Es-
cherichia coli cell cycle gene” by Pichoff and Bouche, 1995 [16]. However,
through personal contact with Sebastein Pichoff we have learned that this
citation is wrong and that although several attempts have been made to cor-
rect this mistake, the annotation still lingers in the databases (GeneBank,
EMBL, DDBJ, COG and Swiss-Prot). The function of the proteins in this
COG remained unknown until 2003, when Soma et al. proved that the E. coli
yaeN gene codes for an tRNA modification enzyme with ATPase activity.
1.3 tRNA
There are four types of RNA; tRNA, mRNA, rRNA and snRNA. Translation
of the genetic information requires decoding of the codons (a triplet made up
of three nucleic acids) by direct interaction between the tRNA and the nu-
cleic acids on the mRNA. There are more than 20 different tRNA molecules,
which all have between 74 and 95 nucleotides [17]. As shown in figure 1.3
there are 4 arms in tRNA: the acceptor, D, T pseudouridine C (TΨC) and
anticodon. Occasionally tRNA molecules have an extra or ”variable loop”.
The acceptor stem and TΨC-arm stack to each other to form a continuous
α-helix, while the D-arm and anticodon arm stack to form another contin-
uous helix. The characteristically L-shape tertiary structure (figure 1.4) is
formed by a 90◦cross between the two RNA double helices [18]. There is no
physical force that specifically pair an amino acid with the anticodon. In-
stead the anticodon forms a hydrogen bond with the codon in a base-specific
manner which allows the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases to pair the cognate
13
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tRNA and amino acids in a correct combination. The tRNA is first tran-
scribed as a precursor with 5’ and 3’ extension. Then many modifications
are incorporated into various portions (mainly the core formed by the D-loop
and TΨC-loop, and the anticodon loop) of this unmodified transcript by a
number of modification enzymes which results in the mature tRNA. Finally,
aminoacyl- tRNA synthetases specifically recognize the mature tRNA, and
ligate the corresponding amino acid onto the 5’-CCA terminus [19].
Figure 1.3: Overview of tRNA showing the codon/anticodon binding site,the D- and TΨC loops, the
discriminator and the 3’CCA acceptor site [17].
1.3.1 tRNAile
In E. coli there are two forms of isoleucine tRNA; tRNAilemajor (tRNA
ile
1 ),
which recognises the codons AUU and AUC, and tRNAileminor (tRNA
ile
2 ) which
recognises AUA only [20]. The E. coli tRNAile2 , which is essential for the spe-
cific recognition of the codon AUA is encoded by the gene ileX [21]. This
14
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the tertiary structure of tRNA formed by the 90◦cross between two RNA
double helices. [19].
tRNA is unusual in that it contains a CAU anticodon which normally is the
anticodon for methionine (AUG). Muramatsu et. al. (1988) proved that the
tRNAileminor contained a modified nucleoside (N+) in the first position of the
anticodon (N+34) [20]. In the same study this modified nucleoside was shown
to be a cytidine derivative with lysine moiety. The mechanism involved in
this modification remained unknown until Soma et. al. (2003) identified the
enzyme responsible for both the amino acid and codon specificity modifica-
tions [22]. This enzyme, TilS (also called tRNAile-lysidine synthetase, coded
for by tilS, previously known as yaeN ) catalyses the formation of k2C34
exclusively in the CAU-containing precursor tRNAile and was identified in
both E. coli and B. subtilis [22]. Figure 1.5 describes the tRNA-modification
performed by this enzyme.
In E. coli the AUA codon is used at a frequency of less than 0.4% ( [24]
and references therein) and is the least frequently used codon after AGG and
CTA [25]. Interestingly, a codon usage table created from the international
DNA sequence databases [26] shows that in the pathogenic Entero Aggrega-
tive E. coli (EAEC) strain the AUA codon usage is 1.85%, which is nearly 5
15
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Figure 1.5: Structure of lysidine in tRNA and its implication on tRNA aminoacylation and
codon recognition. (a) Enzymatic conversion of cytidine to lysidine[(4-amino)-2-( N6 -lysino)-1-(D-
ribofuranosyl)pyrimidine]. Lysidine can exist in tautomeric forms (K refers to lysine moiety). k2C in
the first wobble position of anticodon can only pair with A in the third position of the codon. (b) The en-
zymatic C34-to-k2C34 conversion in the minor E. coli tRNAile (k2CAU) has two important consequences:
(i) it inhibits the MetRS (methionyl-tRNA synthetase) to bind Met, allowing the IleRS (Isoleucyl-tRNA
synthetase) to bind Ile instead. (ii) it prohibits the recognition of G and, instead, allows the recognition
of A as the third base of the codon during translation on the ribosome. Figure is from [23]
times as much as the non-pathogenic E. coli K-12 reference strain. Also the
Shiga-toxin VT2-encoding bacteriophage phage EH297 which integrates into
the Entero Hemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) genome causing hemolytic colitis
(HC) or hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) [27] has an AUA codon usage of
1.36%, which is more than three times as much as the E. coli K-12 reference
strain. Another interesting factor is that although the E. coli O157:H7 strain
carries the structural genes for both the Shiga toxin 1 (stx1 ) and Shiga toxin
2 (stx2 ) only the stx2 gene is known to also carry the nucleotide sequence
for the ileX gene upstream of stx2. The stx1 gene not only has a much lower
16
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AUA codon usage than stx2 (0.8%), but also lack the ileX segment [28]. The
reason for this is unclear, although the presence of the tRNA gene upstream
of the stx2 gene may provide a suitable sequence for integration by homol-
ogous recombination ensuring proper expression of the virulence genes. A
similar observation has been made for the tRNAargAGA sequence in stx2A gene
where all the genes from the different E. coli strains contained the sequence
for this rare tRNA [29]. Also in the uropathogenic E. coli strain 536 a sim-
ilar thing has been reported where the pathogenicity island II (PAI II) is
integrated into the tRNA gene leuX [30, 31, 32], which controls the expres-
sion of type 1 fimbria production and flagellar formation [33, 34, 35]. In an
analysis of the codon usage in the stx2A gene in further detail it was found
that codons which are rarely used in E. coli K12, such as AGA for arginine,
ACA for threonine, AAU for asparagine and UCA for serine, are also used
frequently [29]. A schematic presentation of the codon usage for E. coli and
a few other organisms based on PCA (Principal Component Analysis) can
be found in figure 1.6.
1.4 Sequence and structure analysis of E. coli
TilS
TilS is a 48.5 kDa protein belonging to the mesJ protein family, which consists
entirely of eubacterial orthologs [22]. It forms a homodimer with each subunit
consisting of the N-terminal dinucleotide-binding fold domain (NTD) and the
C-terminal globular domain (CTD) connected by a long α-helical linker (see
figure 1.7) [18]. A sequence alignment performed by Soma et al. (2003)
revealed two highly conserved motifs. The first motif, SGGXDS (X being
any hydrophobic amino acid) contains a conserved P loop motif in the N-
17
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Figure 1.6: Graphical representation of codon usage space. Principal component analysis (PCA)
involves a mathematical procedure that transforms several correlated variables (here codon frequencies)
into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The first principal component
accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding component accounts
for as much of the remaining variability as possible. The frequencies with which each codon is used in all
proteins of eight commonly studied organisms were tabulated (8 rows/organisms 62 columns/codons) and
subjected to PCA to produce a map of codon usage space. The two codons ATG and TGG that uniquely
encode Met and Trp, respectively, have been omitted. Two dimensions were identified that accounted for
70% (PC1) and 12% (PC2) of the total codon variability information, respectively. The black diamonds
represent the loads (i.e. the contribution of each codon to the two principal component dimensions; e.g.
codons GAT and CAG contribute nothing to PC2 but have approximately equal negative and positive
contributions to PC1). The values of the codon loads have been normalized to that of the organism
distribution. The red squares show the preferences of each organism plotted within this space. The
further away from an organism a codon is plotted, the less frequent that codon appears in the organism.
Figure from [25] modified in OpenOffice.org.
terminal region known to participate in the binding and hydrolysis of the α−β
phosphate bond by ATP pyrophosphatase (PPi synthetase) family [36]. The
second conserved motif contains residue R160 which is predicted to interact
with the γ phosphate of ATP. In the non-conserved C-terminal region there
are two CTD domains (CTD1 and CTD2) [22].
1.5 Aims
The genes in COG0037 are grouped based on sequence similarity. E. coli
is represented with two open reading frames in this group, yaeN and ydaO
and studies by Stranden (2002) indicates that the gene yaeN is essential to
18
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Figure 1.7: A ribbon diagram of E. coli TilS (mesJ) protein showing the conserved NTD domain
(red), the P loop and R160 residues (yellow), the connecting helix and CTD1 and CTD2 domains. Figure
from [22].
E. coli. As the genes in this COG group are grouped based on predicted
functions it is of interest to learn more about the function of these proteins.
The aims of this project was divided into two parts:
1. Construction of a conditional mutant in order to assess the implications
of up- and down regulation of the transcription of yaeN in E. coli.
2. Analysis of MesJ paralogs in E. coli and Archaea.
19
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Several methods for controlling transcription have been developed such
as insertion inactivation by transposons [37] or different substitution plas-
mids [38, 39, 40]. The method of choice in order to construct a conditional
mutant was to use the plasmid pKO3 as a substitution vector as this vec-
tor allows site-specific deletions and insertions into the E. coli chromosome
without causing polar effects [38]. After insertion of a deleted version of the
gene into the E. coli chromosome by homologous recombination, the organ-
ism would be transformed with the expression vector pBAD containing a
functional version of yaeN. The promotor for transcription of the inserted
gene in this in this expression vector is tightly controlled by the amount of
arabinose present in the medium, and hence the regulation of transcription
would be controlled.
The second object of this project was to look at yaeN homologs in both
E. coli and Archaea in order to detect conserved regions which would be
functionally important for the proteins. The yaeN homologues chosen for
this work were AF1595 and AF1321 from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Sso0586
from Solfulobus solfataricus and ydaO from E. coli. Both E. coli and A.
fulgidus are represented with two open reading frames in COG0037, whereas
S. solfataricus is represented with only one. Since S. solfataricus only has
one homologue it was of interest to see whether this gene is transcribed and
if so, whether it is functional. As for A. fulgidus and E. coli, which have
two homologues each it would be interesting to see if both the genes were
transcribed and if their proteins were functional.
20
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Chapter 2
Materials and methods
2.1 Organisms used in this project
2.1.1 Escherichia coli
E. coli was first isolated in 1885 by Theodor Escherich, a German bacteriol-
ogist, as a microorganism normally found in the digestive tract. It is known
as the best known prokaryote and the structure and function of E. coli has
been used as the archetype of all living organisms. The reason why it is so
well-known is that with its short generation time and simple nutrition re-
quirements, it is very easy to grow in laboratories. E. coli is 1.1 - 1.5 µm
wide x 2 - 6 µm long and has a generation time of 21 min at 40◦C. Another
advantage with E. coli is that since it is haploid it is easy to identify different
mutations. Even though the E. coli genome was sequenced in 1997 and it
has been studied quite intensely for 50 years, there is still a lot we do not
know about this organism; about 30% of the 4406 open reading frames in E.
coli still have unknown function [41].
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2.1.2 Archaeoglobus fulgidus
Archaeoglobus fulgidus is a strict anaerobic and hyperthermophilic organism
found in hydrothermal vents and oil reservoars. With its 2,178,400 base pairs
it was the first sulphate-reducing organism to have its genome sequence de-
termined( [42] and references therein). Out of 2,436 open reading frames
(ORFs) 651 ORFs encodes functionally uncharacterized yet conserved pro-
teins. A. fulgidus VC-16 is the type strain of the Archaeoglobales. The cells
are irregular spheres with a glycoprotein envelope and monopolar flagella. Al-
though optimum growth temperature is at 83◦C growth also occurs between
60 and 95◦C. Minimum division time at 83◦C is 4 hours. The organism grows
organoheterotrophically using a variety of carbon and energy sources, but can
grow lithoautotrophically on hydrogen, thiosulphate and carbon dioxide.
2.1.3 Sulfolobus solfataricus
The genome of Sulfolobus solfataricus was first sequenced in 2001 and con-
tains 2992245 base pairs and 2994 protein coding genes [43]. S. solfataricus
is a sulphur-oxidising chrenarchaeon which grows optimally at 80◦C and pH
2-4. It is the most widely studied organisms of the chrenarchaeal branch
of the Archaea serving as a model organism for research on mechanisms of
DNA replication, cell cycle, chromosomal integration, transcription, RNA
processing and translation ( [43] and references therein).
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2.1.4 Strains and their respective open reading frames
used in this work
Organisms Open reading frames
Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 mesJ and ydaO
Archaeoglobus fulgidus VC16 AF1595 and AF1321
Solfulobus solfataricus Sso0586
E. coli TOP10 was used for cloning and sequencing.
E. coli Strain BL21-CodonPluss[DE3]-RIL was used for expression of recom-
binant proteins.
2.2 Culturing of the strains
Aseptic technique was applied at all stages when working with the different
microorganisms.
Liquid cultures were incubated on a shaking platform.
Media used for the culturing of the different Escherichia coli strains were:
LA-medium (Luria-Bertani agar medium): 10% tryptone, 0.5% yeast ex-
tract, 10% NaCl, 15% agar
LB-medium (Luria-Bertani medium): 10% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10%
NaCl
Low salt LA/LB medium with 5% sucrose: prepared as LA/LB, but with
0.5% NaCl
SOC medium: 2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl, 2.5M KCl,
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10mM MgCl2, 20mM glucose
A. fulgidus was cultured in AG medium (0.01% glucose, 0.015% glycerol,
0.5% peptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.2& malt extract, 0.7% CaCO3).
DNA/RNA from S. solfataricus was kindly donated by Melanie Jonuscheit
2.3 Isolation of chromosomal DNA
The isolation of chromosomal DNA requires several steps such as culturing,
harvesting, cell lysis, separation of DNA from other cell components and
concentration of DNA. The following protocol uses phenol/chloroform for
the extraction of the DNA.
• 3 ml of an overnight culture was centrifuged at 13000xg for 1 min.
• The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 0.5 ml
TE buffer pH 8.0 and 0.5 ml equilibrated phenol.
• The sample was mixed gently for 5 min and centrifuged for 1 min at
13000xg.
• The liquid phase was transferred to a new tube and added an equal
volume of chloroform.
• The sample was mixed gently and centrifuged for 1 min at 13000xg
before transferring the liquid phase to a new tube containing 0.5 µl 3M
pH 4.6 NaAc, 5 µl 5NaCl and 0.7 volume isopropanol.
• The mixture was gently agitated and centrifuged for 15 min at 13000xg.
• The pellet was then washed twice with 70% ethanol and air-dried before
being resuspended in 50 µl TE pH 8.0 or MilliQ water.
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2.4 RNA isolation
The RNA was isolated from a culture when the cells were in the exponential
phase. For the isolation the SV Total RNA Isolation System (Promega) kit
was used according to the manufacturers instructions.
2.5 Polymerase chain reaction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is the process in which multiple copies of
a target region of DNA are made. There are three major steps involved: de-
naturation; the melting of the double stranded DNA to make single stranded
DNA and to disassociate DNA/primers, annealing; primer binds to single
stranded DNA, extension; DNA polymerase extends from the primer bind-
ing site. The annealing temperature is based on the primers (4◦C per GC’s
and 2◦C per AT’s). The time of the extension cycle depends on the length
of the DNA fragment to be copied; 1 minute extension time for ≤1 Kb and
15 seconds for every additional 1 Kb.
2.5.1 Primers
Primers are short oligonucleotides to which the DNA polymerase can attach
the first deoxyribonucleotide and initiate DNA synthesis. The primers are
designed so that they are partly or completely complimentary to the flanking
regions of the DNA to be amplified. When the primers have hybridized to
the template DNA elongation will proceed in the 5’ → 3’ direction. The
primers used in this work are listed in table 2.1:
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Table 2.1: List of primers used in this work
Primers Oligonucleotide sequence
yaeNA 5’-GGATCCCGGAAGCTTGCGGTCTGC-3’
yaeND 5’-GTCGACGACTACGCTGCGGCAAACTTC-3’
yaeN2A 5’-CGGGATCCCAAAGAGAGCCGCACAGTACTC-3’
yaeN2D 5’-GCGTCGACGTTTATCTTCGTAGGCTTAGACT-3’
ydaOAI 5’-GGATCCACTGACCGGGCATCATCGC-3’
ydaODII 5’-GTCGACCGGTCGTACAGCTCGTGCAG-3’
yaeN-for 5’-AGTGAAACGATGACACTCAGCCTCAATAGAC-3’
yaeN-rev. 5’-GGCTGGCGTTTAACTAAGCGTTTTCTGCCTC-3’
araC-for. 5’-CCATTCGCGAGCCTCCG-3’
araC-rev. 5’-GAGTGTCATCGTTTCACTCCATCCAAAAAAA-3’
araB-for. 5’-CTTAGTTAAACGCCAGCCAGAAACAAC-3’
araB-rev. 5’-CTTATAGAGTCGCAACGGCCT-3’
ydaO-for. 5’-GGGAATTCCATATGCAAGAAAATCAACAAAT-3’
ydaO-rev. 5’-CCTTAAGCTCGAGTTTCACTTCAACCACATT-3’
AF1595-for. 5’-GGGAATTCCATATGATTACCTGCTCCAAGTGCAGCA-3’
AF1595-rev. 5’-CCTTAAGCTCGAGATCTACGCCCCTGAGCTCCTCAA-3’
AF1321-for. 5’-GGGAATTCCATATGAAGTGCAAAAAGTGCGGAAGAA-3’
AF1321-rev. 5’-CCTTAAGCTCGAGGCTCAGCCTCTCCCTCAGCCT-3’
Sso0586-for. 5’-GGGAATTCCATATGATTTGTGATAATTGTAAGACGCGAG-3’
Sso0586-rev. 5’-CCTTAAGCTCGAGCGATATAGGTAAGTATTTTTGATATTCTTGAGG-3’
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2.5.2 DNA-polymerases
A DNA-polymerase is an enzyme that synthesizes a new strand of the DNA
in the 5’ → 3’ direction using an antiparallel DNA strand as template [44].
Depending on the purpose of the PCR products different DNA-polymerases
were used.
Taq DNA-polymerase(Promega)
Taq DNA-polymerase is a thermostable enzyme of approximately 94 kDa
isolated from Thermus aquaticus. This enzyme replicates DNA at 74◦C and
exhibits a half-life of 40 minutes at 95◦C. The enzyme catalyzes the polymer-
ization of nucleotides into duplex DNA in the 5→ 3 direction in the presence
of magnesium and also possesses a 5 → 3 exonuclease proofreading activity.
PLATINUM Taq DNA polymerase High Fidelity (Promega)
Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase is ideal for automatic hot-start amplification
of DNA fragments with improved specificity. It is derived from recombinant
Taq DNA polymerase by binding of a thermolabile inhibitor containing mon-
oclonal antibodies to Taq DNA polymerase. During the initial denaturation
step of PCR the inhibitor is denatured and active Taq DNA polymerase is
released into the reaction.
Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase (Promega)
Pfu DNA Polymerase is a thermostable enzyme of approximately 92 kDa
isolated from Pyrococcus furiosus. The enzyme replicates DNA at 75◦C,
catalyzing the polymerization of nucleotides into duplex DNA in the 5- 3
direction in the presence of magnesium. Pfu DNA Polymerase also pos-
sesses 3- 5 exonuclease proofreading activity. Base mis-insertions that may
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occur during polymerization are rapidly excised by the proofreading activity.
Consequently, Pfu DNA Polymerase is recommended for use in PCR and
primer extension reactions that require high-fidelity synthesis. Pfu DNA
Polymerase-generated PCR fragments are blunt-ended.
Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase
Phusion is a high fidelity DNA polymerase that offers extreme performance
for all PCR applications with an error rate of 4.4x10−7. It possesses 5’→3’
DNA polymerase activity and 3’→5’ exonuclease activity and generates blunt
ends in the amplification products.
2.6 Reverse-Transcription PCR (RT-PCR)
RT-PCR is a technique in which an RNA strand is first reverse transcribed
into its DNA complement (cDNA) through an RNA-dependent DNAse, re-
verse transcriptase. A complementary DNA strand is then synthesised through
the use of a deoxyoligonucleotide primer and a DNA-dependent DNA poly-
merase. This new double-stranded DNA is then amplified via PCR as de-
scribed earlier. A two-step RT-PCR protocol was followed. First the reverse
transcription mixture was prepared as listed in table 2.2 and the mixture was
incubated for 1 hour at 55◦C. In the second step 2µl of the RT reaction was
used as a template in a PCR reaction as described in table 2.3.
2.7 Purification of PCR product
When the PCR reaction gave a correct product which was to be used for
later work the product was purified by using the StrataPrepTM PCR Purifi-
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Table 2.2: The first step in a two-step RT-PCR procedure.
Component Amount (µl)
5X RT Buffer 5
0.1 mM DTT 1
10 mM dNTP 1
3’ Primer 2
RNA 5
SuperscriptTMIIIRT (200U/µl) enzyme 1
dH2O 6
Table 2.3: The second step in a two-step RT-PCR procedure.
Component Amount (µl)
dH2O 37.5
10X Buffer 5
10mM dNTP 1
5’ Primer 2
3’ Primer 2
cDNA 2
Phusion DNA polymerase 0.5
Total 50
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cation Kit according to the manufacturers instructions. For the elution of
the product TE buffer pH 8.0 or MilliQ water was used.
2.8 Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis is a method used to separate molecules (DNA or proteins)
electrophoretically according to their size and charge.
2.8.1 Agarose gel electrophoreses
The phosphate groups that together with the sugar groups make up the
backbone of the DNA are negatively charged. When the DNA is placed on
a field with an electric current it will begin to migrate towards the positive
electrode. The agarose gel is a cross-linked, three-dimensional matrix. When
the DNA molecules are pulled to the positive end by the current, the smaller
molecules are able to navigate faster through the agarose gel than the larger
ones and hence make it further down the agarose gel. The gel is stained with
ethidium bromide in order to visualize how these DNA molecules resolved
into bands along the gel.
2.8.2 SDS-PAGE
This is a method that separates proteins according to size. SDS (sodium
dodecyl sulfate) is a charged detergent that can dissolve hydrophobic mole-
cules. When exposed to SDS, the proteins become denatured and negatively
charged. They will therefore migrate towards the positive pole when exposed
to an electric field. The environment of choice is polyacrylamide, which is
a polymer of acrylamide monomers. When this polymer is formed, it turns
into a gel made of a mesh of tunnels of fibers.
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The gels were prepared as listed in table 2.4 and run at 190 V for 45
minutes in TGS buffer in a Mini-PROTEAN3 Cell (BIO-RAD). The bands
were visualised by UV after staining and destaining in Coomassie Brilliant
Blue R-250 and 10% acetic acid/ 20% ethanol, respectively. Pictures were
taken using GeneSnap 6.00.26 (Synoptics Ltd) and ChemiGenius Bio Imaging
system (Syngene).
Table 2.4: Preparation of SDS-PAGE gels (2 gels)
Components Separating gel (12%) Stacking gel (4%)
dH2O 3.35 ml 6.1 ml
1.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.8 2.5 ml -
0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 - 2.5 ml
10% (w/w) SDS 100 µl 100 µl
Acrylamide/Bis (37.5:1) 4 ml 1.3 ml
10% Ammonium presulphate 50 µl 50 µl
TEMED 5 µl 10 µl
2.8.3 Molecular weight standards
1Kb DNA Ladder (Invitrogen)
The 1Kb molecular weight standard (figure 2.1) was used to determine the
size of linear DNA fragments from 500 bp to 16 kb, and to estimate the
amount of DNA present in a sample.
Supercoiled Plasmid DNA Standard (Invitrogen)
The Supercoiled Standard (figure 2.2) was used to determine the size of the
supercoiled plasmids DNA from 2-16 kb and estimate the amount of plasmid
DNA present in the sample.
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Figure 2.1: 1 Kb DNA Ladder
Figure 2.2: Supercoiled standard (www.invitrogen.com)
Low-range SDS-PAGE standard (BIO-RAD)
Low-range SDS-PAGE standard was used to determine the approximate
molecular weight of the proteins.
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Figure 2.3: Low-range SDS-PAGE standard
2.9 Vectors
2.9.1 Substitution vector pKO3
The pKO3 vector is an integration vector with a temperature sensitive repli-
cation system. At 42◦C (non-permissive temperature) the vector containing
an insert integrates into the chromosome by homologous recombination, cre-
ating a tandem duplication. When shifted to the permissive temperature
(30◦C) the pSC101 replication origin in the integrated plasmid is activated
and the vector is excised from the chromosome. To select for the loss of vector
sequence from the cell, the Bacillus subtilis gene sacB is incorporated into
the vector, since expression of sacB in the presence of sucrose is lethal to E.
coli. This vector also carries the gene for chloramphenicol resistance, cat as
a positive marker. A cloning site with the restriction sites for BamH1, Not1,
Sal1 and Sma1 is also included in order to clone DNA fragments flanked by
one or two of these restriction sites (figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Substitution vector pKO3. Figure from [45]
2.9.2 Sequencing vector pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen)
The pCR4-TOPO sequencing vector (figure 2.5) is a 3957 bp vector with
a single 3’-deoxythymidine (T) overhang for cloning of Taq polymerase-
amplified PCR products. It is commonly used for cloning and sequencing
of PCR products. The Taq polymerase has a terminal transferase activity,
which adds a single deoxyadenosine (A) to the 3’-end of the PCR products,
which allows the PCR product to efficiently ligate with the vector with the
aid of Topoisomerase I from the Vaccinia virus. As positive selection mark-
ers the vector carries the genes for ampicillin and kanamycin resistance and
the lethal E. coli gene ccdB which is fused to the C-terminus end of LacZα.
Ligation of the PCR product disrupts the expression of the lacZα-ccdB gene
fusion permitting growth of only positive recombinant clones.
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Figure 2.5: Sequencing vector pCR4-TOPO. (www.invitrogen.com)
2.9.3 Cloning vector pACYC184
The pACYC184 plasmid (figure 2.6) is a low-copy number, circular, 4245
bp cloning vector which contains the replication origin, rep, responsible for
the replication of the plasmid, the tet gene encoding tetracycline resistance
protein and the cat gene coding for chloramphenicol acetyl transferase that
confers resistance to chloramphenicol.
2.9.4 Expression vector pBAD/HisA (Invitrogen)
The pBAD/HisA (figure 2.7) is a 4102 bp circular expression vector. Pro-
teins made by expression of genes in this vector acquire an N-terminal tag of
six histidines (his-tag). The vector carries the ampicillin resistance gene as a
positive selective marker, in addition to the araC gene and araBAD promoter
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Figure 2.6: Expression vector pACYC184 (http://www.fermentas.com)
(PBAD) in order to regulate expression of the cloned gene. The promoter is
up- and down regulated by the product of the gene araC. AraC is a tran-
scriptional regulator that forms a complex with arabinose. In the absence of
arabinose, the araC dimer binds araO2 (repressor) and araI1 (inducer) form-
ing a 210 bp loop which leads to a complete inhibition of transcription. In
the presence of arabinose, the dimer is released from araO2 and binds araI1
and araI2 leading to transcription. By adding glucose or glucose-6-phosphate
expression is switched off through the catabolite repression system.
2.9.5 Expression vector pET-30a (Novagen)
The pET-30a-c(+) is an expression vector carrying an N-terminal HisTag/thrombin/STag/enterokinase
configuration plus an optional C-terminal HisTag sequence. It has a T7 pro-
motor and terminator and carries the gene for kanamycin resistance (illus-
trated in figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.7: Expression vector pBAD/hisA. (http://www.invitrogen.com)
2.10 Cutting of DNA with restriction enzymes
(RE).
Restriction enzymes were first discovered by Smith, Wilcox and Kelly in
1968 who isolated and characterised the HindII enzyme from Haemophilus
influenzae. A restriction enzyme is a bacterial DNA-cutting enzyme that
recognises foreign DNA and cuts at short, specific pallindrome sequences.
Methylation of the same sequences by the host protects host DNA from being
cut by it’s own enzymes. The different RE’s recognise different sequences,
but they all produce a product which can serve as a substrate for a DNA-
ligase. An overview of the restriction enzymes used in this work and their
cutting sites are listed in table 2.5
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Figure 2.8: Expression vector pET-30a-c(+). (http://www.emdbiosciences.com)
Table 2.5: Specific sequences recognised by the restriction enzymes used in this project.
Restriction enzyme Recognition sequence
BamHI 5’...G↓GATCC...3’
SalI 5’...G↓TCGAC...3’
NdeI 5’...CA↓TATG...3’
XhoI 5’...C↓TCGAG...3’
2.11 T4 DNA Ligation and transformation
2.11.1 T4 DNA Ligation
DNA ligation involves creating a phosphodiester bond between the 3’ hy-
droxyl of one nucleotide and the 5’ phosphate of another. T4 DNA ligase
originates from the T4 bacteriophage and ligates DNA fragments with over-
hanging cohesive ends. T4 DNA ligase can also ligate blunt ends, however,
this requires a larger amount of ligase present in the mixture.
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2.11.2 Transformation
Transformation is the process where free DNA is incorporated into a recipient
cell and causes genetic change. A number of bacteria, both Gram positive
and Gram negative, have been found to be naturally transformable, however
some bacteria have to be made competent by artificial means in order to
take up external DNA. There are generally two ways of transforming cells;
chemical transformation and electroporation.
Preparation of electrocompetent cells
• 10 ml of LB medium was inoculated and incubated at 37◦C over night
on a shaking platform.
• 1 ml from the overnight culture was transferred and incubated under
the same conditions until a cell density of 0,5-0,8 at OD600 was obtained.
• 10 ml of LB-medium was inoculated with a small amount of cells and
incubated at 37◦C overnight on a shaking platform.
• Transferred 1 ml of overnight culture to 100 ml of LB-medium and
incubated overnight under same conditions.
• The cells were then transferred to a chilled, sterile centrifuge tube
and kept on ice for 20 mins before being collected by centrifugation
at 4000xg for 15 mins at 4◦C.
• The supernatant was removed and the cells washed with 100 ml and
50 ml ice-cold, autoclaved dH2O.
• Cells were then washed with 2 ml ice-cold 10% ice-cold Glycerol before
being resuspended in 10% Glycerol.
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• The cells were then transferred to eppendorf tubes in aliqvotes of 50µl
and frozen at -70◦C. technique (REF).
Electroporation
Electroporation is a technique where cells are exposed to pulsed electrical
fields to open small pores in their membranes. When small DNA molecules
are present outside the membrane during the electric pulse they can enter the
cell through these pores. This method has been proven to be more effective
than the chemical transformation
• 50 µl electrocompetent cells were thawed on ice and added 1 µl plasmid.
Cells were incubated on ice for 1 minute.
• Cells were then transferred to an electroporation cuvette and electro-
poration was performed at 2.5 kV, 200Ω, 25 µf. Time constant varied
between 4.0 and 4.9 seconds.
• After electroporation cells were immediately added 1ml of room-temperature
SOC medium and incubated for 1 hour at 37◦C with shaking.
• Cells were then plated out on LA low-salt medium containing the an-
tibiotic the plasmid selected for.
2.12 Isolation of plasmid
Depending on whether a low-copy number or high-copy number plasmid was
used different extraction methods were used.
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2.12.1 Rapid plasmid isolation
When the only purpose of the plasmid extraction was to check for the pres-
ence of plasmid and estimate its size the rapid isolation method was used.
This method is a modified version of a rapid alkaline extraction procedure
first described by Vogelstein and Gillespie, 1979 [46].
2.12.2 StrataPrepTM Plasmid Miniprep Kit
When high-copy number plasmids were used and the purified plasmid were to
be used for further work like PCR, sequencing and cloning, this kit was used
according to the manufacturers description. TE-buffer (pH 8.0) or MilliQ
water were used as elution buffers.
2.12.3 Large-scale plasmid purification
When a low-copy number plasmid was used a larger batch of culture was
needed in order to get a higher yield. To isolate plasmids from a large culture
the QIAGEN Plasmid Midi Kit (100) was used. Plasmids were isolated
according to the manufacturers instructions.
2.12.4 Gel Extraction
When gel-fractionated DNA or plasmids of a certain size were needed, the
DNA was first run on an 0.7% agarose gel. The DNA was then extracted
using StrataPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit from Stratagene according to the
manufacturers instructions.
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2.13 Sequencing
The dideoxynucleotide method was developed by Sanger in 1977. In this pro-
cedure the sequence is determined by making a copy of the single-stranded
DNA using a modified DNA polymerase, which then uses deoxyribonucleotide
triphosphates (dNTP) as substrates and adds them to a primer. The incu-
bation mixture contains small amounts of the fluorescent-labelled dideoxy
analogs of the dNTPs (ddNTP*) which lacks the 3’-hydroxyl group and thus
inhibiting lengthening of the chain. Through repetitive cycles of denaturing,
hybridisation and synthesis a pool of DNA fragments with primer defined
5’-ends and variable 3’ ends, determined by the position of the incorporated
ddNTP*, is produced. These DNA fragments are then separated by poly-
acrylamidegel electrophoresis. As the different ddNTP*s fluoresce at different
wavelengths the detector at the end of the system will detect which of the
four ddNTP*s have caused the termination of the fragment and thus deter-
mine the sequence of the fragments. Big-Dye 3.1 sequencing kit was used
for th sequencing and table 2.6 shows the reagents and amounts used for the
sequencing of PCR products.
Table 2.6: Sequencing mixture
Reagent Quantity
Big-Dye 3.1 1 µl
Sequencing buffer 1 µl
Template 200 ng
Primer 3.2 pmol
Deionised water x.x µl1.
Total volume 10 µl
1Add water for a final concentration of 10µl
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2.14 Construction of an Arabinose-dependent
mutant.
2.14.1 Cross-over PCR
In order to make a construct for an integrative transformation fusion PCR
was used [47, 48]. Briefly, 3 separate PCR products were produced using 3
different sets of primers. The gene to be assessed was tagged at both ends by
primers with a 3 codon overhang with homology to the genes on either side.
The up- and downstream genes were tagged with a 3 codon overhang with
homology to the gene to be assessed. The PCR products were gel-purified and
the fusion of the three PCR products was performed using reaction mixtures
and programs as described in tables 2.7- 2.11
A schematic overview of the construction of the fused PCR products are
shown in figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Crossover PCR. Three separate PCR products were constructed. 3’-end and 5’-end of the
primers upstream and downstream, respectively, were tagged with an overhang with homology to the gene
to be assessed. Also the primers to the gene to be assessed were tagged with overhangs with homology to
the genes on either side. The three PCR products were then fused into one in two separate operations.
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Table 2.7: PCR Mix for cross-over PCR using Taq HiFi Polymerase
Components Amount (µl)
suH2O xx.x
25mM MgCl2 4.0
Taq-buffer 5.0
8mM dNTP 1.0
10µM forward primers 1. 0
10µM reverse primers 1.0
20-150ng DNA x.x
Taq (5U/µl) 0.2
Total volume 50
Table 2.8: Program for PCR with Taq HiFi polymerase
Temperature Time Cycles
96◦C 2 min 1
96◦C 0.3 min
53◦C 0.3min 30
68◦C 1.5 min
68◦C 5 min 1
6◦C ∞ 1
Table 2.9: PCR mix for fusion of two PCR products
Components Amount (µl)
suH2O xx.x
50mM MgSO4 2.0
Taq HiFi buffer 5.0
8mM dNTP 1.0
c. 200ng PCR1 product x.x
c. 200ng PCR2product x.x
Taq HiFi (5U/ µl) 0.2
Total volume 50
2 µl of 10mM outer primers were added to the fused PCR products before
running the amplification of fused PCR products (figure 2.11).
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Table 2.10: Program for Fusion PCR using Taq HiFi Polymerase.
Temperature Time Cycles
96◦C 2 min 1
96◦C 0.3 min
53◦C 0.3 min 5
68◦C 3 min
Table 2.11: Amplification of fused PCR products
Temperature Time Cycles
96◦C 2 min 1
96◦C 0.3 min
53◦C 0.3min 20
68◦C 1.5min
68◦C 10 min 1
6◦C ∞ 1
2.15 Cloning and characterisation of mesJ ho-
mologs from E. coli and Archaea.
2.15.1 Cloning
The definition of molecular cloning is to isolate a fragment of DNA and
obtaining multiple copies of it usually by transforming it into a bacterium
by using a vector.
PCR
The open reading frames ydaO from E. coli (ydaO-for./rev.), AF1595 and
AF1321 from A.fulgidus (AF1595-for./rev. and AF1321-for./rev. respec-
tively) and Sso0586 (Sso0586-for./rev.) from S. solfataricus were amplified
using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase. The PCR mixture and pro-
gram are listed in tables 2.12 and 2.13, respectively. PCR products were
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purified using the Stratagene PCR Purification Kit according to the manu-
facturers instructions. PCR product was eluted with 40 µl MilliQ water.
Table 2.12: PCR Mix for PCR using Phusion Polymerase
Components Amount (µl)
suH2O 32.5
Phusion-buffer (5X) 10.0
10mM dNTP 1.0
2x10µM primers 1.0
30ng/µl DNA 5.0
Phusion (2U/µl) 0.5
Total volume 50
Table 2.13: PCR Program using Phusion Polymerase
Temperature Time Cycles
98◦C 30 sec 1
98◦C 10 sec
54◦C 30 sec 30
72◦C 30 sec
72◦C 10 min 1
6◦C ∞ 1
Restriction digestion
The vector and the purified PCR products were cut with the restriction
enzymes NdeI and XhoI (table 2.14). Two sets of restriction digest mixtures
were set up, one with the vector to be cut and one with the PCR products.
The RE/PCR cutting mixture was incubated for 2 hours at 37◦C. After
1 hour incubation another 1µl restriction enzymes were added. At the end
of the incubation restriction enzymes were heat inactivated at 65◦C for 15
minutes. The digested PCR products were run on a 0.8% agarose gel and
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Table 2.14: Mixture for cutting with restriction enzymes (RE’s)
Components Amount (µl)
PCR-product in SuH2O 40
Buffer D (Promega) 5
BSA (1mg/ml) 5
NdeI (U, Promega) 1
XhoI (U, Promega) 1
Total 52
were gel-purified using the Stratagene Gel extraction Kit according to the
manufacturers instructions.
T4 DNA Ligation and transformation
The digested vector and insert were ligated using T4 DNA Ligase (Promega).
The DNA ligation mixture (table 2.15) was incubated at 4◦C overnight and
1/10 of the ligated DNA was mixed with 50 µl electrocompetent Top 10 cells
and electroporated as described earlier.
The electroporated cells were then plated on LA media containing the
appropriate antibiotics and incubated overnight at 37◦C.
Table 2.15: T4DNA ligation mixture
Component Amount (µl)
MilliQ water 3
Vector 3
Insert 2
T4DNA Ligase Buffer (10x) 1
T4DNA Ligase 1
Total volume 10
The following day colonies from the overnight plates were streaked for
single colonies and incubated under the same conditions. 6 colonies were
picked and the plasmids isolated and sequenced in order to confirm that the
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inserts were correct.
2.15.2 Pilot expression and solubility testing of mesJ
homologs
Pilot expression
• Plasmids containing the correct insert were transformed into E. coli
Codon+ cells by electroporation, plated on LA medium containing the
appropriate antibiotics and incubated overnight at 37◦C. The following
day colonies were picked and streaked for the isolation of single colonies.
• A starter culture in LB medium containing the appropriate antibiotics
and inoculated with the transformed Codon+ cells was set up and
incubated overnight at 37◦C.
• 300 ml LB + antibiotics was inoculated with 100 ml of the starter
culture and incubated at 37◦C until OD600 was between 0.4 and 0.5.
• After taking a subsample for later analysis 1 ml of the culture was spun
down at 13000 x g and the pellet frozen at -20◦C.
• 300 µl 1M IPTG was added to the 300 ml culture (final concentration
1mM IPTG) in order to start expressing the protein. OD600 was read
at 1, 2 and 4 hours after initiation. After each reading subsamples of
the cultures were spun down and the pellets frozen at -20◦C.
• The pellets from the subsamples were resuspended in 50 µl 10mM Tris
(pH=8.0) and an equal amount of testbuffer was added.
• The samples were then heat-treated for 5 min at 100◦C and placed on
ice.
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• The samples were run on an SDS-PAGE gel.
Testing of solubility
• After ended incubation the culture was transferred to 6 x 50 ml Falcon
tubes and centrifuged at 7500 rpm for 15 min and the pellets were kept
at -20◦C.
• In order to test for solubility the pellets were resuspended in 3 ml of
the test buffer and sonicated for 3 x 2 mins. The parameters were set
to: Output control = 3, Duty cycle = 25% and timer = 2 min.
• After sonication the suspension was inspected using a light microscope
to verify that the cells were lysed.
• In order to check for the presence of expressed protein a sub-sample
was collected before centrifugation.
• 1.5 ml of the sonicated (Branson Sonifier 250) cells was transferred to
an Eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 15 mins and the
supernatant containing the protein was transferred to a new tube.
• The supernatant was then analysed by SDS-PAGE (20 µl sample +
20 µl testbuffer) with the pre-centrifugation sub-sample as a positive
control.
Test buffers:
1. Lysisbuffer: 50mM HCl, pH=8.0, 0.5M NaCl, 20% glycerol
2. KPO4: 50mMKPO4, pH=7.5, 0.1M NaCl
3. Tris/HCl: 50mM Tris, pH=7.7, 50mM NaCl
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2.15.3 Protein purification
His-tagged E. coli YdaO, expressed in E. coli Codon+, were resuspended
in Lysisbuffer with 20 % glycerol and disrupted by a French pressure cell at
1000 psi in High position. The sample was then centrifuged at 10000 x g
for 15 min to remove cell debris. The cleared supernatant was then steril-
ized by filtration through first a 0.45µm then 0.2µm filter (FP30/0.2 CA-S,
Schleicher & Schuell) before being applied to a BD TALONTM Metal Affinity
Resin column equilibrated with a TALON wash buffer (50mM Tris, pH=7.7,
0.3M NaCl, 10mM immidazole) using a pump system from BIO-RAD. The
column was washed with TALON elution buffer (20mM NaP, pH=7.5, 1mM
β-mercaptoetanol, 10% glycerol, 0.3M NaCl, 150mM immidazole) until all
the unbound proteins were flushed out and A280 was zero. His-tagged YdaO
protein was eluted with a buffer B. Fractions of 0.5 ml were collected and
analysed by SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing pure YdaO protein were pooled
and filter sterilized (0.2µm).
2.15.4 Amplification of ydaO from environmental E.
coli strains from Bangladesh
DNA from 32 strains isolated from different sites in Bangladesh and one type
strain (K12-MG1655) was amplified by PCR using Pfu Turbo polymerase.
The PCR was set up according to the protocol described earlier for PCR
with Pfu Turbo polymerase. The PCR product were run on an 1%agarose
gel. PCR products of the correct size were purified using the Stratagene PCR
purification kit and sequenced using the Bid-Dye 3.1 kit
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2.16 ATPase activity assay
The ability of E. coli YdaO protein to hydrolyse ATP was measured using
thin layer chromatography as described by Kasiviswanathan et al. (2004) [49].
This method is based on the chromatographic separation of PO2−4 and ADP/ATP
by the capillary action of a solvent moving upwards (figure 2.10.)
15µl mixtures containing 25 mM Hepes-NaOH, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 100
µg/ml BSA, 1.5 nmol ATP, 1µCi[γ-32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol) and different
concentrations of purified protein were incubated with or without the pres-
ence of tRNA and incubated for 1 hour at 37◦C. 100 ng and 500 ng control
protein, TaMCM, with or without the presence of ssDNA was incubated at
1 hour at 60◦C. 1 µl aliquots of the mixtures were spotted onto a TLC mem-
brane (PEI cellulose F, Merck VWR) and the bottom part of the membrane
was placed in a solvent containing 1 M formic acid and 0.5 M LiCl until the
solvent had almost reached the top. The position and amount of dissociated
PO2−4 and ADP/ATP was determined using PhosphoImager FLA-2000 (Fuji
Photo Film co., Ltd.).
Figure 2.10: Reaction mixtures spotted onto TCL membrane. As the solvent move upwards by
capillary action the dissociated PO2−4 is separated from the ADP/ATP
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Results
3.1 Construction of conditional mutant
Several methods were used in order to control the transcription of yaeN.
3.1.1 pKO3 as substitution plasmid
A previous attempt to construct a conditional mutant using pKO3 as a sub-
stitution plasmid was made by Stranden (2002). This experiment was unsuc-
cessful due to unknown reasons. At the start of this project the experiment
was repeated as a control experiment. A brief review of the procedure and
results are given below: Escherichia coli MG1655 was transformed with the
substitution plasmid pKO3 containing an insert, yaeN2-, which has a deleted
copy of yaeN. Colonies were observed after incubation at 30◦C, but not at
42◦C. The colonies cultured at 30◦C were analysed to see if they still car-
ried the plasmid. An 1% agarose gel showed signs of the plasmid being
present, but no clear bands. The presence of both wild-type and the deleted
copy of the gene was tested for by PCR using primers yaeNA+yaeND and
yaeN2A+yaeN2D, but only the wild-type gave product. In a last attempt to
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check whether the bacteria were able to carry the plasmid, E. coli MG1655
was transformed with a pKO3yaeNcontrol plasmid and pKO3yaeN2- sepa-
rately. The pKO3yaeNcontrol plasmid contains an insert with a silent point
mutation in yaeN as proof that mutagenesis is possible in yaeN. The colonies
from the transformation were small in size. An inoculum was set up and plas-
mids were extracted, but no bands were observed.
3.1.2 Fusion-PCR
As two separate experiments failed to produce a conditional mutant using
pKO3 as a substitution plasmid, it was decided to try a different approach.
The idea here was to insert the yaeN gene into the araBAD operon by ho-
mologous recombination using a pBAD plasmid, containing the a fusion-
PCR insert, as vector. The method for creating the fusion PCR product
is explained in figure 2.9. If the vector integrated into the chromosome the
wild-type yaeN would then be deleted allowing total control over transcrip-
tion of yaeN throught the AraC regulator. All the primers had BamHI/SalI
as flanking restriction sites. PCR with the yaeNfor./yaeNrev. resulted in a
band about 1.3 Kb with pKO3yaeNcontrol as template. The primers araC-
for./araCrev. and araBfor./araBrev. both gave a PCR product of 0.6 Kb
with chromosomal DNA as template and the primers yaeNfor./yaeNrev. gave
a PCR product of 1.3 Kb (figure 3.1). The fusion-PCR with outer-primers
araCrev./yaeNrev. gave a band of 2.5 Kb instead of 1.9 which was expected
(figure 3.2). A series of dilutions was set up with different concentrations of
the two PCR products to see if this would produce a fusion-product of the
correct size, but the product was still 2.5 Kb.
The fusion product from primers araCfor./yaeNrev. and PCR product
from primers araBfor./araBrev. were sequenced. The sequencing results
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Figure 3.1: PCR product used for fusion PCR: Lane 1; 1Kb DNA Ladder, lane 2; product from
primers araCfor. + araCrev., lane 3; yaeN and lane 4; PCR product from primers araB.for. + araBrev.
came out satisfactory for the araB product, but not for araC/yaeN fusion
product. The araC/yaeN fusion product was inserted into a TOPO-vector
using a TOPO-cloning kit in an attempt to get better sequencing results,
but as shown in figure 3.2 the plasmid was not of the correct size after the
transformation, suggesting the cloning experiment had not worked.
Figure 3.2: Analysis of fusion product between araC/yaeN. Lane 1; 1 Kb DNA ladder, lane 2; fused
araC/yaeN product.
In another attempt to fuse yaeN with araC/araB a new set of primers
with flanking restriction sites for BamHI/SalI and KpnI/NdeI were used to
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amplify araB and yaeN respectively. The PCR products (yaeNres; 1.3 Kb
and araBres; 0.6 Kb) were inserted into a TOPO vector and transformed
into E. coli TOP10 cells and incubated overnight. 4 colonies were picked
from each set of clones and the plasmids were extracted. Bands of 5.3 Kb
(TOPO/yaeNres) and 4.6 (TOPO/araBres) were expected, but no plasmids of
the correct size were observed (figure 3.3). The most dominating bands were
2.3 Kb, which was smaller than the vector alone and several weak bands were
seen which were too large. Another vector was chosen, pACYC184, which
contained the same restriction sites as yaeNres and araBres. Both the PCR
products and the vector were cut with the appropriate RE’s, but once again
the plasmids were of the incorrect size after ligation (results not shown) and
at this point the experiment was terminated.
Figure 3.3: Gel picture of extracted plasmids from E. coli TOP10 cells. Lanes 1-4; TOPO-
vector+yaeN, lanes 5-8; TOPO-vector+araB, lane 9, 1Kb DNA ladder and lane 10; Supercoiled DNA
ladder.
3.1.3 Co-transformation of E. coli MG1655 with pKO3yaeN2-
and pBADMesj
E. coli MG1655 was transformed with pKO3yaeN2-, which has a deleted
copy of yaeN, and pBADMesj simultaneously and incubated overnight at
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42◦C. The pKO3yaeN2- would insert into the host chromosome by homolo-
gous recombination, whilst yaeN would be expressed from the pBADMesJ
plasmid. Single colonies were streaked on plates containing 5% sucrose to
select for clones that had excised the pKO3 vector from the chromosome as
this vector contains the lethal sucB gene. Clones that grew in the presence of
sucrose were streaked on plates containing arabinose in order to induce tran-
scription of MesJ from the araBAD promoter through the AraC regulator.
Clones that grew in the presence of ampicillin, sucrose and arabinose were
streaked on plates containing arabinose, ampicillin and chloramphenicol to
select for clones that had lost the pKO3 vector. However, no colonies were
observed that grew only in the presence of ampicillin suggesting they still
carried the pKO3 vector.
3.2 Cloning and characterisation of mesJ ho-
mologs in E. coli and Archaea
After several unsuccessful attempts to construct a conditional mutant, Soma
et al. (2003) reported in an article published in September that year that
the gene yaeN, renamed tilS coded for an RNA modifying enzyme. Due to
this new information it was decided to focus on yaeN paralogs and deter-
mine whether they had the same function. AF1595 and AF1321 from A.
fulgidus, Sso0586 from S. solfataricus and ydaO from E. coli were amplified
using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase. All the primers had flanking
restriction sites for NdeI (5’ end) and XhoI (3’ end). The PCR products were
purified and both the PCR products and the pET-30a expression vector were
digested with the restriction enzymes (RE) NdeI and XhoI (figure 3.4).
Digested and purified PCR products were ligated with the vector. Plas-
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Figure 3.4: Gel purified PCR products and expression vector pET-30a digested with restriction
enzymes NdeI and XhoI: Lane 1; 1Kb DNA Ladder, lane 2; RE digested Sso0586, lane 3; RE digested
AF1595, lane 4; RE digested AF1321, lane 5; RE digested pKO3
mids of the correct size (figure 3.5) were cut with the same RE’s to test for
correct inserts before being sequenced in order to make sure the amplified
genes were still functional (figure 3.6).
Figure 3.5: Purified plasmids from transformed TOP10 cells: Lanes 1, 8, 9 and 16; Supercoiled
standard, lanes 2-4; pET-30a+AF1595, lanes 5-7; pET-30a+AF1321, lanes 10-12; pET-30a+AF1321 and
lanes 13-15; pET-30a+Sso0586.
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Figure 3.6: NdeI/XhoI digested purified plasmids: Lanes 1 and 10; Supercoiled standard, lanes 9 and
16; 1Kb DNA Ladder, lanes 2-3; digested pET-30a+AF1595, lanes 4-5; digested pET-30a+AF1321, lane
6, digested PCR prod. of AF1595, lane 7; digested PCR prod. of AF1321, lane 8; digested pET-30a,
lanes 11-13; digested pET-30a+Sso0586, lane 14; digested PCR prod. of Sso0586 and lane 15; digested
pET-30a.
3.2.1 Pilot expression and solubility testing of proteins
Pilot expression
Vector pET-30a containing the correct inserts were transformed into E. coli
Codon+ cells. The inserted genes were expressed and the level of expression
were analysed by SDS-PAGE. Figure 3.7 shows the expression of AF1321
and Sso0586 proteins at the time of initiation of expression, and after 1, 2
and 4 hours.
As the pilot expressions of AF1321 and Sso06586 were satisfactory it was
decided to carry on with transformation and expression of YdaO and AF1595
and screen all four proteins for solubility.
Solubility testing
The expressed AF1321 and Sso0586 proteins were first tested for solubility
in lysis-, KPO4- and Tris/HCl buffers. However, as can be seen in figure 3.8,
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Figure 3.7: Pilot expression of AF1321 and Sso0586. Lanes 1 and 10; Low-range SDS-PAGE standard,
lanes 2-5; AF1321 1, 2 and 4 hours, respectively, lanes 6-9; Sso0586 1, 2 and 4 hours, respectively.
the drastic reduction in protein concentration of the correct molecular size
indicates that the proteins precipitated in all three buffers.
Figure 3.8: Solubility testing of proteins AF1321 and Sso0586. Lanes 1 and 10; Low-range SDS-
PAGE standard, lanes 2 and 6; pre-centrifugation sub-sample of AF1321 and Sso0586 respectively, lanes
3-5; AF1321 in buffers 1, 2 and 3 respectively, lanes 7-9; Sso0586 in buffers 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
In order to verify that the proteins precipitated all the cells were lysed
in lysis-buffer and an SDS-PAGE was prepared for each of the four proteins,
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AF1595, AF1321, Sso0586 and YdaO. On these gels both the supernatant
and the pellet was applied. As shown in figures 3.9 - 3.12 the presence of
expressed proteins in all the pellets except for YdaO indicates that proteins
AF1595, AF1321 and Sso0586 are not soluble in all the buffers tested for,
whereas YdaO is soluble in lysis-buffer.
Figure 3.9: Solubility testing of protein AF1321 in Lysis-buffer. Lane 1; Low-range SDS-PAGE stan-
dard, lane 2; pre-centrifugation sub-sample of AF1321, lanes 3 and 4; supernatant and pellet, respectively,
after sonication and centrifugation, lanes 5 and 6; heat-treated supernatant and pellet, respectively after
sonication and centrifugation, lane 7; blank.
Figure 3.10: Solubility testing of protein AF1595 in Lysis-buffer. Lanes 1 and 8; Low-range SDS-
PAGE standard, lane 2; pre-centrifugation sub-sample of AF1595, lanes 3 and 4; supernatant and pellet,
respectively, after sonication and centrifugation, lanes 5 and 6; heat-treated supernatant and pellet, re-
spectively after sonication and centrifugation, lane 7; blank.
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Figure 3.11: Solubility testing of protein Sso0586 in Lysis-buffer. Lanes 1 and 7; Low-range SDS-
PAGE standard, lane 2; pre-centrifugation sub-sample of Sso0586, lanes 3 and 4; supernatant and pellet,
respectively, after sonication and centrifugation, lanes 5 and 6; heat-treated supernatant and pellet, re-
spectively after sonication and centrifugation.
Figure 3.12: Solubility testing of mesJ (ydaO) in Lysis-buffer. Lane 1; Low-range SDS-PAGE
standard, lane 2; pre-centrifugation sub-sample of ydaO, lane 3 and 4; supernatant and pellet, respectively,
after sonication and centrifugation.
3.3 YdaO ATPase assay
E. coli YdaO was purified, as described previously, and analysed by SDS-
PAGE (figure 3.13). The purified protein was also run a native PAGE to
verify that the sample was not contaminated with other proteins. The na-
tive PAGE showed (not shown) that the sample contained only YdaO and
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indicated that it might be a monomer.
Figure 3.13: Purification of YdaO. Lane 1; Low-range SDS-PAGE standard, lane 2; After centrifu-
gation, lane 3 unbound proteins, lane 4; first wash, lane 5; purified YdaO
As TilS was reported to have ATPase activity, it was decided to analyse
YdaO to see if it possessed the ability to hydrolyse ATP. A pilot ATPase assay
was set up using TaMCM (Thermoplasma acidophilum Mini Chromosome
Maintenance protein) as a positive control. Figure 3.14 shows that YdaO
very efficiently hydrolyses ATP at both 100 ng and 500 ng.
In order learn more about the efficiency of YdaO, the protein was ex-
pressed in a 1 litre batch and purified (figure 3.15) as described earlier .
The ATPase assay was repeated using protein concentrations ranging from
0-500 ng at 50 ng intervals (figure 3.16). A graph was drawn based on data
extrapolated from this assay and the the efficiency of the enzyme was calcu-
lated (figure 3.17). YdaO was shown to hydrolyse ATP at a rate of 55 pmol
ATP/min/pmol protein.
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Figure 3.14: YdaO ATPase assay. Lanes 1-3; 0, 100 and 500 ng of TaMCM, respectively, lanes 4-6;
0, 100 and 500 ng of YdaO protein, respectively.
Figure 3.15: Lane 1; Low-range SDS-PAGE standard, lanes 2-13; fractions from the purification of
YdaO.
3.4 Amplification of ydaO from environmen-
tal isolates of E. coli from Bangladesh
The gene ydaO was amplified from 32 E. coli strains isolated from different
sites in Bangladesh and the K12 MG1655 reference strain using primers that
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Figure 3.16: ATPase assay mixture containing increasing amounts of YdaO. Lanes 1-3; negative
control without protein, lanes 4-30; Different amounts of YdaO starting at 500 ng and decreasing at 50
ng intervals. Each sample occurs as triplicate.
Figure 3.17: A graph was drawn based on the data extrapolated from the quantification results from
the YdaO ATPase assay. The Y-axis show the percentage Pi released per hour and the X-axis show
amount of protein (ng) ranging from 0-600 ng at 25 ng intervals.
annealed to flanking regions of ydaO (ydaOAI/ydaODII). Out of 32 strains
only 16 gave product and several of these strains also gave more that one
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product (figure 3.18). New amplifications of 23 of the strains were performed
using primers ydaO-for./ydaO-rev. from which 10 strains gave a correct
product (figure 3.19). Six of the PCR products from ydaO-for./ydaO-rev.
were sequenced, but only a few of the sequencing results were satisfactory.
Some of the strains which previously seemed to lack the gene ydaO when the
flanking primers were used, gave product when ydaO-for./ydaO-rev. were
used. Due to time restraints it was not possible to optimise the PCR protocol
nor re-sequence the PCR products in order to get more sequences and the
acquired sequencing results were therefore excluded from the thesis.
Figure 3.18: Amplified ydaO from environmental isolates from Bangladesh and K12 MG1655 using
primers ydaOAI/ydaOdII. Lanes 1, 11, 12 and 22; 1Kb DNA ladder, lanes 2-10, and 13-20; amplified
ydaO from various isolates, lane 21; amplified ydaO from E. coli K12 MG1655.
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Figure 3.19: Amplified ydaO from environmental isolates from Bangladesh using primers ydaO-for.
and ydaO-rev. Lanes 1, 16, 17 and 30; 1 Kb DNA ladder, lanes 2-15 and 18-29; amplified ydaO from
various isolates.
3.5 Sequence and structure analysis of E. coli
YdaO and Archaeal YdaO homologs
The protein sequences of TilS, YdaO, AF1595, AF1321 and Sso0586 were
aligned using ClustalX and manually adjusted in GeneDoc. The conserved
regions are marked in red and the less conserved regions are marked in blue.
Figure 3.20 shows a more conserved N-terminal with the conserved PP-loop
domain and residue R160 (marked in red). In the C-terminal there are only
a few semi-conserved regions (marked in blue).
The conserved PP-loop and residue R150 from were visualised on a 3D-
structure model of TilS downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The
conserved domains are marked in yellow (figure 3.21)
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Figure 3.20: A multiple alignment of the MesJ homologs TilS, YdaO, Af1595, AF1321 and Sso0586,
showing conserved domains in red and semi-conserved regions in blue. The sequences were aligned using
ClustalX and manually adjusted in GeneDoc.
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Figure 3.21: The crystal structure of E. coli TilS. A ribbon diagram showing the conserved PP-loop
and residue R160 marked in yellow. the coordinates of E. coli TilS (1NI5) were obtained from the Protein
Databank and visualised using DS ViewerPro 6.0.
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Discussion
With the genome sequencing project came vast amount of information about
many organisms, but a decade later the function of one third of all the genes
sequenced so far still remains unknown. As a result of all this new informa-
tion new methods of identification were developed which sort genes based
on sequence similarity between paralogue and orthologue genes [8]. Paralogy
refers to the relationship between genes that have originated by gene dupli-
cation, whereas orthodoxy describes genes that originated by speciation [50].
One method of identification called Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG),
group genes on the basis of sequence similarity where all groups containing
at least three proteins from distant genomes are assumed to belong to the
same orthologuos group [9]. At the start of this project all, but one of the
COGs containing universally expressed genes had been assigned a function.
In the last group, COG0037, the genes were, based on conserved motifs,
suggested to be ATPases. A phylogenetic analysis of COG0037 by Stran-
den (2002), showed that the genes in COG0037 form three main groups;
Bacteria (subdivided into Bacteria I and Bacteria II), Eukarya and Archaea
(figure 1.2). The aim of this project was to gather more information on the
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genes belonging to COG0037 using E. coli as a model organism.
4.1 Construction of conditional mutant
E. coli is represented in COG0037 with two open reading frames, yaeN and
ydaO. Experiments performed by Stranden (2002) indicated that the gene
yaeN is essential, whereas ydaO is non-essential. In order to assess the impli-
cations of up- and down regulation of the transcription of yaeN an attempt to
construct a conditional mutant was made. By substituting the wild-type gene
with a deleted copy on the chromosome the gene could be expressed from a
vector with an inducible promotor. The pBAD/HisA plasmid which is based
on the pBAD promotor and AraC-regulator allows a tightly controlled regu-
lation of the inserted gene by the L-arabinose inducer [51, 52]. This system
allows a rapid up- and down regulation (induction after 1 min and repres-
sion after 5 min), and a dimming-effect of the expression can be achieved
by adding different amounts of L-arabinose [52]. The AraC/pBAD system
has been shown in various studies to be suitable for analysis of essential/non-
essential genes [53, 52]. The substitution of the wild-type yaeN with a deleted
copy was not successful as the cells were not viable with a temporary inte-
grated substitution plasmid on the chromosome. Stranden (2002) also re-
ported on this problem when attempting to construct a conditional mutant.
The reason for this is still unclear as previous constructions of a deletion
mutant and silent mutations were possible [13]. As the transformed clones
failed to grow at the non-permissive temperature it is reasonable to assume
that the substitution of the wild-type with the deleted copy by homologous
recombination had failed and the vector had been lost and that the colonies
observed at 30◦C might be the result of spontaneous mutations resulting in
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an antibiotic resistance. This assumption was backed-up by the absence of
the plasmid on an agarose gel. The reasons for the failure to substitute the
two genes remains unclear. In a second attempt to create a conditional mu-
tant E. coli was transformed with both pKO3yaeN2- and pBADMesJ vectors
simultaneously. The idea here was to delete the chromosomal yaeN, whilst
expressing the protein from the pBAD expression vector. Since pKO3yaeN2-
contains only the flanking regions of yaeN, and pBADMesJ contains only
the yaeN sequence there should be no problems with homologous recom-
bination between the two plasmids. Although this experiments seemed to
work better, the failure of the transformed clones to grow in the presence
of ampicillin, but not chloramphenicol suggest that the pKO3 substitution
vector had been lost. As discussed by Stranden (2002) the expression vec-
tor and the substitution vector contains different ori (origin of replication):
pBAD/HisA; pMB1-replicon (pUC-based ori) and pKO3; pSC101-replicon
they should be able to co-exist in one cell. One possible explanation why this
problem arises could be that the two vectors start competing for the cellular
components responsible for the recombination. This type of competition has
previously been seen when the RecBCD function in E. coli cells was replaced
with the Red-system from bacteriophage λ before transformation with linear
DNA [54]. The RecBCD-function is a multifunctional enzyme essential for
homologous recombination in E. coli by non-specifically degrading the linear
doublestranded DNA during the process of unwinding the DNA [55, 56]. Due
to the difficulties with the pKO3 vector an attempt to insert the yaeN gene
into the araBAD operon of the pBAD vector was made. By creating a fusion
product containing yaeN with araC and araB up- and downstream, respec-
tively, the idea was to insert this product into the araBAD operon of the E.
coli chromosome and control the transcription of the gene by the addition
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of arabinose in the medium. However, due to technical difficulties it was not
possible to fuse the products together in a correct manner and the attempts
to create a conditional mutant was terminated. With the publication of the
function of the gene yaeN (renamed tilS ) by Soma et al. (September, 2003)
a decision was made to end the work on yaeN altogether and focus on ydaO.
4.2 Sequence and structure analysis of E. coli
YdaO and Archaeal YdaO homologues
As stated above, homologues to the MesJ protein are present in all organ-
isms in all three domains of life. While genes diversify throughout evolution,
regions that are important for the function of the proteins are conserved. A
sequence analysis of YdaO, AF1595, AF1321 and Sso0586 revealed 4 con-
served motifs. As YdaO has been proven to be non-essential in E. coli [13] it
was of interest to investigate whether the sequence varied between different
E. coli strains, and also to determine whether this gene could be used as a
signature sequence for E. coli. ydaO from 32 environmental strains isolated
from various sites in Bangladesh were amplified. Out of the 32 strains only
16 gave a product when using primers that annealed to flanking regions. The
absence of a PCR product could be a result of non-optimal conditions for
the PCR or that ydaO and/or it’s flanking regions were deleted from the
genome. A hybridisation experiment has shown that there are deletions of
genes flanking ydaO, such as ydaO, ydaL, ydaM and ydaN, in E. coli K-12
MG1655 [57], and that the gene dbpA, which is an immediate neighbour of
ydaO have shown variable detection results. As these genes are present in the
complete genome sequence for E. coliK-12 MG1655 any deletions must have
taken place after the sequence was published in 1997. As the lack of PCR
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products from some of the strains could be a result of deletion of the flanking
regions of ydaO a second set of primers were used. These primers amplify
only the ydaO open reading frame from the start to the stop codon. If a
region flanking ydaO was deleted, but ydaO was still present, these primers
should produce a product. Out of 23 strains 10 gave a product with the new
primers. One of these products had not produced a product with the old
primer set. This could be due to either experimental variations or the fact
that the site of primer annealing flanking ydaO were deleted. Some of the
PCR products from the new primer set were sequenced, but only two of the
sequencing reactions gave satisfactory results. Due to time restraint it was
not possible to optimise the PCR protocol or re-sequence the PCR products,
so the sequencing results obtained were excluded from the thesis.
A multiple alignment was performed using GeneDoc and conserved re-
gions were located. Conserved regions have previously been reported with
the PP-loop domain and residue R160 being particularly important for the
function of the enzyme [22]. The PP-loop is known to participate in the bind-
ing and hydrolysis of the α−β phosphate bond of ATP pyrophosphatase (PPi
synthetase) family such as GMP- and NAD synthetase and residue R160 is
predicted to interact with the γ phosphate of ATP. Together these two motifs
are thought to be an ATP binding site.
4.3 Characterisation of mesJ orthologs from
E. coli and Archaea
As ydaO shows a much higher sense of homology to the archaeal genes in the
COG0037 group, it was decided to include two archaeal organisms into the
project, one with two MesJ orthologues and one with one orthologue. The
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organisms chosen were A. fulgidus, represented in COG0037 with AF1595
and AF1321, and S. solfataricus, represented with Sso0586. All four genes
were cloned and expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) before being tested for sol-
ubility. Out of all four proteins only YdaO proved to be soluble. There
are several factors that could contribute to the archaeal proteins being in-
soluble. Expression of most non-bacterial, recombinant proteins in bacteria
often result in insoluble non-functional inclusion bodies, especially at high
translation rates. Inclusion bodies occur by deposition of misfolded or par-
tially folded polypeptides through the construction of hydrophobic patches
and the consequent intermolecular interactions [58]. Bacterial chaperons,
which are involved in conformational processing during heat-shock or other
conformational stresses, can assist recombinant proteins ( [59] and references
therein). Some of these chaperons aid in the folding process whereas others
prevent protein aggregation. However, as chaperons are limiting in bacte-
rial cells, the co-expression of selected chaperone-encoding genes together
with the recombinant protein could result in improved folding and enhanced
solubility [60]. This approach has, however, produced irregular results, sug-
gesting that the chaperons might be limiting for different polypeptides. The
aggregation of proteins can also be controlled to a certain extent by altering
the incubation conditions, such as temperature [61] or through reduced re-
combinant expression rate [62]. Incubation temperatures around 30◦C have
also shown to increase the activity and expression of chaperons [63]. Both
a lower incubation temperature and a reduced concentration of IPTG were
applied in an attempt to decrease aggregation, but the proteins remained in-
soluble. Several alterations to the method could be done in order to improve
protein solubility. As a reduction in cellular protein concentration favours
folding, an even lower incubation temperature could be applied. The co-
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expression of the target protein together with chaperons Cpn60 and Cpn10
from the psychrophilic bacterium Oleispira antartica allows for protein ex-
pression and folding at 4◦C [63]. Using this procedure the specific activity of
the purified protein increased by 180 fold compared to enzymes prepared at
37◦C. Also numerous specialised host strains have been developed to over-
come the difficulties related to high level protein expression [64]. Amongst
these are two mutant E. coli strains C43(DE3) and C41(DE3), which derives
from the BL21(DE3) strain. These mutant strains allow over-expression of
some globular and membrane proteins unable to be expresses in the parent
strain. As the archaeal proteins chosen for this work normally are exposed
to much higher temperatures, heat-stimulation of the proteins after lysation
of the cells was therefore applied. Again the proteins precipitated proving
the proteins to be insoluble. Although much work has been done in order
to improve the solubility of proteins, the ‘trial and error‘ method is still the
only way of reaching the goal.
Since YdaO proved to be soluble, further analysis on this protein was
performed. As the homologues E. coli TilS protein had been shown to be an
RNA-modification enzyme with ATPase activity [22], YdaO was also tested
for enzyme activity. An ATPase activity assay was performed using radioac-
tively labeled ATP. The hydrolysis of ATP proved YdaO to be very active,
suggesting that it is a functional protein. The graph shows that the hydrol-
ysis of ATP is linear up to 500 ng protein added. The dissociation of PO2−4
from ADP/ATP also supports the identification of the conserved PP-loop
and R160 by the multiple alignment 3.20.
(Stranden, 2002) showed that YdaO is non-essential. It was therefore of
interest to see whether this protein was expressed under normal conditions.
However, it was not possible to obtain reliable results to verify whether this
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protein is expressed, hence this question remains unanswered.
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the results obtained in this work show that the E. coli pro-
tein YdaO, which is a member of COG0037, is a functional enzyme with
ATPase activity. It was, however, not possible to verify whether this en-
zyme is expressed under normal conditions. Due to the insolubility of the
archaeal orthologues, it was not possible to determine whether these pro-
teins are functional, or to say anything about their function. However, based
on the conserved PP-loop motif identified in the multiple alignment, it is
reasonable to suggest that if functional, these proteins also possess ATPase
activity.
4.5 Further work
Further work should include testing the TilS homologues for similar function
as TilS. This includes determination of which bases are modified by these
enzymes and which amino acid they use as substrate. It would also be im-
portant to verify which corresponding bases the modified bases pair with.
The determinination of the structure of the TilS homologues by crystalli-
sation and a verification of the conditions under which these proteins are
expressed would also be of great interest.
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